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Commitment to the Australian Cotton Pipeline
• Australian cotton growers face unique challenges from pests and
weeds
• Monsanto’s trait solutions play a role in helping farmers target these
challenges

• Monsanto’s robust pipeline will continue to help farmers target weeds
and pests into the future
M&T Cotton
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Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System

•

An advanced weed control system that will help growers manage
glyphosate-resistant and difficult to control weeds in their cotton crop

•

XtendFlex® is the first cotton product developed to be tolerant to overthe-top application of glyphosate, dicamba and glufosinate herbicides.
It will be stacked with Bollgard® 3 technology in leading cotton
varieties.

•

The combination of the best traits and chemistry products will give
Australian cotton farmers added choice and flexibility in their overall
weed management system
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XtendFlex®

Mirid and Thrip Control Cotton
• Demonstrated high-level field efficacy in US against lygus, thrips
and fleahoppers

• Concept to provide growers protection beyond current
commercial treatments
M&T Cotton
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• Currently generating regulatory data in Australia for potential
control of thrips and mirids
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Cotton seedlings naturally infested with Thrips
2018 Monsanto Field Trials – Kununurra WA
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Kununurra WA, 2018

Advancing Next Generation Cotton Traits
4th Generation Bollgard® Cotton
• Season-long protection with multiple modes of action
against key lepidopteran cotton pests
• Novel modes of action designed to offer increased
durability and enhanced yield protection
• Key regions of focus: United States, Australia, and Brazil
2017 Monsanto Field Trials Scott, MS
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Bollgard 4 Candidate

4th Generation Herbicide-Tolerant Cotton
• Glyphosate, dicamba, glufosinate and at least one
additional mode of action
• Additional tolerance intended to increase flexibility of
weed control
• Next steps: finalize additional mode of action choices
• Key regions of focus: United States, Australia, and
Brazil
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Bayer, Monsanto Combination
Will Accelerate Pace of
Innovation
Bayer, Monsanto Combination1 to Create
Global Leader in Ag with Annual Combined Pro
Forma R&D Budget of Approximately $2.7B

Increases Innovation
Accelerates pace of innovation and efficiency of R & D

Delivers the Future of Agriculture
Drives emerging technologies reshaping agriculture
throughout the industry

Benefits Society and Consumers
Supports the sustainable production of improved
harvests on each acre

Benefits Farmers
Enables farmers to be more productive, profitable and
sustainable through broadly licensed tools expected to
provide additional competitive offerings and choices
1. The acquisition is subject to customary closing conditions, including receipt of required regulatory approvals.

Thank you!
For more information visit:
www.monsanto.com
www.modernag.org

ForwardLooking
Statements

Trademarks
All trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.
Fiscal Year
References to year, or to fiscal year, are on a
fiscal year basis and refer to the 12-month
period ending August 31.

Certain statements contained in this release are "forward-looking statements,“ such as statements concerning
the company’s anticipated financial results, current and future product performance, regulatory approvals,
business and financial plans and other non-historical facts, as well as the pending transaction with Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft (“Bayer”). These statements are based on current expectations and currently available
information. However, since these statements are based on factors that involve risks and uncertainties, the
company’s actual performance and results may differ materially from those described or implied by such forwardlooking statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include, among others: risks related
to the pending transaction between the company and Bayer, including the risk that the regulatory approvals
required for the transaction may not be obtained on the anticipated terms or time frame or at all, the risk that the
other conditions to the completion of the transaction may not be satisfied, the risk that disruptions or uncertainties
related to the pending transaction could adversely affect the company’s business, financial performance and/or
relationships with third parties, and the risk that certain contractual restrictions during the pendency of the
transaction could adversely affect the company’s ability to pursue business opportunities or strategic transactions;
continued competition in seeds, traits and agricultural chemicals; the company’s exposure to various
contingencies, including those related to intellectual property protection, regulatory compliance and the speed with
which approvals are received, and public understanding and acceptance of our biotechnology and other
agricultural products; the success of the company’s research and development activities; the outcomes of major
lawsuits, including potential litigation related to the pending transaction with Bayer; developments related to
foreign currencies and economies; fluctuations in commodity prices; compliance with regulations affecting our
manufacturing; the accuracy of the company’s estimates related to distribution inventory levels; the recent
increases in levels of indebtedness, continued availability of capital and financing and rating agency actions; the
company’s ability to fund its short-term financing needs and to obtain payment for the products that it sells; the
effect of weather conditions, natural disasters, accidents, and security breaches, including cybersecurity incidents,
on the agriculture business or the company’s facilities; and other risks and factors detailed in the company’s most
recent periodic report to the SEC. Undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking statements,
which are current only as of the date of this release. The company disclaims any current intention or obligation to
update any forward-looking statements or any of the factors that may affect actual results.
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